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Introduction: Long runout landslides are one of the 
most spectacular and mysterious geologic processes. 
These landslides extend much farther from their source 
than expected, and more voluminous slides tend to be 
more mobile.  Observations of long runout slides on Ve-
nus [1], the Moon [2], Phobos [3], Ceres [4], Io [5], Cal-
listo [6], and Iapetus [7] are inconsistent with friction 
reduction mechanisms that require lubricating fluids, 
except for possible frictional melts. Campbell et al. [8] 
modeled landslides as dry granular flow represented by 
multitudes of interacting disk shape particles using a 
soft-particle discrete element code. These simulations 
provided important insight into the rheology of long 
runout landslides and successfully reproduced terres-
trial landslide observations of an increased mobility 
with increasing slide volume. A follow-up study using 
the same code by Johnson et al. [9] showed that the high 
mobility of voluminous slides was the result of sliding 
preferentially occurring when acoustic vibrations re-
lieved overburden pressures, consistent with the acous-
tic fluidization model [10]. Here we discuss recent re-
sults of Johnson and Campbell [11], which suggest that 
drop height and volume are the major controls on land-
slide mobility. We show this dependence on drop height 
may explain observed distinct volume-mobility trends 
on the Earth, Mars, Iapetus, and Ceres. 

Earth and Mars: For a given landslide volume, 
landslides on Earth tend to be more mobile than their 
Martian counterparts [12].  The average fall height of 
large terrestrial landslides is 1.2 km, while on Mars the 
average fall height is ~5.3 km. Figure 1 shows the result 
of soft particle simulations [11] exploring the effect of 
surface gravity, particle size, and fall height on landslide 
mobility. These simulations show that mobility has a 
weak dependence on surface gravity and particle size. 
More importantly, these simulations show that differ-
ences in fall height act as a natural explanation of the 
observed differences in volume mobility trends for Mar-
tian and terrestrial landslides. The reason for a decreas-
ing mobility with increasing fall height is a rheology 
where shear stresses increase with increasing shear rate 
[8, 11]. Such a behavior is also expected for material 
fluidized by acoustic vibrations [10]. 

Iapetus:  Singer et al. [7] mapped long runout land-
slides on Iapetus and found little to no dependence of 
mobility on slide length, which Singer et al. [7] used as 
a proxy for slide volume (Figure 2). This lack of a trend 

is contrary to the increasing mobility with increasing 
volume observed for the Earth and Mars (Fig 1). Singer 
et al. [7] attributed this lack of volume-mobility trend to 
frictional heating making ice surfaces slippery. But 
Singer et al. [7] divided their slides into “Blocky” if 
large blocks were visible on the slide’s surface and “Lo-
bate” if no blocks can be seen. If classified separately, 
(Figure 2), then the Lobate slides follow a Mars-like 
trend of mobility vs. volume, while the Blocky slides 
follow an Earth-like trend. Furthermore, Lobate slides 
tend to be from larger fall heights than Blocky, which 
may explain the finer breakage of the particles. In light 
of our simulation results showing that larger fall heights 
result in less mobile slides, the different mobility/vol-
ume trends can be explained by variations in fall height. 

Ceres: Schmidt et al. [4] mapped landslides on 
Ceres, sorting them into three morphologic types. 
Schmidt et al. [4] argue that the least mobile type 1 
slides were from higher latitudes compared to more mo-
bile type 3 landslides (type 2 were between class 1 and 
3 in latitude and mobility). These variations in mobility 
and morphology with latitude were attributed to varia-
tions in the temperature and depth of subsurface ice. All 
three slide types are present in figure 3 at runout lengths 
between 4 and 20 km, where L is again taken as a proxy 
for slide volume. For a given slide length in this region, 
type 1 slides tend to have the lowest mobility and largest 
fall heights while type 3 landslides are the most mobile 
and have the lowest fall heights. Type 2 slides fall be-
tween in mobility and fall height. Considering our sim-
ulation results indicating that larger fall heights lead to 
decreased mobility, we suggest that the observations of 
Schmidt et al. [4] may be the result of a dependence of 
slide fall height rather than ice temperature and depth. 
A dependence on latitude and fall height is supported by 
the observations showing that higher latitudes have 
more topographic power than equatorial terrains [13]. 
Moreover, 12 of 18 of type 1 landslides occur north of 
30° N and northern latitudes have higher topographic 
power than equatorial or southern terrains [13]. This de-
pendence is likely the result of latitude dependent vis-
cous relaxation of topography [14].  Although our re-
sults do not rule out the presence of ground ice, there is 
no need to invoke the presence of ice based on landslide 
volume-mobility trends. 
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Figure 1:  H/L versus slide volume of simulated ter-
restrial and martian landslides (after [11]). Simula-
tions for different fall heights, surface gravities, and 
particle sizes as indicated in the legend. Each point 
represents the result of a single simulation. Trend 
lines for observed terrestrial (blue [15]) and martian 
slides (red [12, 16-19]). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Comparison of H/L versus L (af-
ter [11]). Observed landslides on Earth (cir-
cles [15]), Mars (triangles [12]), and Iapetus 
(pentagrams [7]) colored by fall height H 
according to the color bar. The lines are sim-
ulation results reported in figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of H/L versus L. 
Observed landslides on Ceres [4] colored 
by fall height H according to the color bar.  
Morphologic types are indicated in the 
legend. 
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